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Abstract. Recent approaches of service-oriented architectures provide only ru-
dimentary or, in most cases, no support for handling exceptions such as the un-
availability of remote services. In particular peer-to-peer architectures demand 
for the provision of sophisticated mechanisms for handling exceptions, as they 
exhibit a highly dynamic nature. In this article we present our notion of a ser-
vice-oriented peer-to-peer architecture that supports the handling of exceptions 
on a compositional level. Semantic integrity conditions are thereby used not 
only to describe valid and reasonable compositions of peer services during run-
time, but also to specify appropriate actions for handling the violation of an in-
tegrity condition. These integrity conditions are augmented in terms of meta-
information to the compositional description of a composed application.  

1 Introduction 

Service-oriented peer-to-peer architectures accomplish the composition of distributed 
services towards new applications. As opposed to rather centralized service-oriented 
architectures (SOA) like Web Service or Grid Service architectures, peer-to-peer 
architectures abolish the strict separation between service provider and consumers. 
Each peer is not only capable of providing services to other peers, but also of consum-
ing and composing services provided by third-party peers. While a numerous of nota-
tions have been proposed (and standardized) for the composition of Web Services 
(e.g. XLANG [16], WSFL [7]), there are no well-known or appreciated approaches 
for the composition of peer services. According to our experience, this circumstance 
can mainly be justified by the following three reasons: 
• For a long period, peer-to-peer architectures have widely been understood as pure 

file sharing architectures. Here, a composition of files is certainly insignificant. 
• Peer-to-peer architectures exhibit a highly dynamic nature, which makes it diffi-

cult to guarantee a stable composition of services. Most existing notations for 
composition assume a stable environment without the option to handle exceptions 
like the loss of a peer (or a service).   



• The surplus value of service composition as well as service-oriented architectures 
in general is often discussed controversially (cf. [4], [15]).  

In the research project CoBE1 we have determined the benefits of an adaptable, 
component-based peer-to-peer architecture for supporting planning processes in civil 
and building engineering projects. Components are used to encapsulate basic services 
for checking the consistency of building models, services for sharing partial building 
models as well as for exchanging information for synchronizing common planning 
activities [3]. These components can be discovered and accessed within a decentral-
ized environment through peer services. We have defined a new notation called Peer-
CAT [1] for composing peer services towards aggregated applications. PeerCAT has 
been enhanced by concepts for handling and resolving exceptions that may occur 
during runtime of a composition [2]. Both peer services and exception handlers are 
deployed in the DEEVOLVE runtime environment. DEEVOLVE also provides basic 
mechanisms for detecting exceptions, in particular the failure of single peers.  

While our previous articles have focused on the technical description of the 
DEEVOLVE architecture and, moreover, on the handling of simple peer failures, the 
purpose of this article is to present new material to handle the violation of semantic 
integrity conditions. The idea beyond semantic integrity conditions is to permit only 
valid and reasonable compositions during runtime. These conditions can be defined in 
terms of meta-information for single compositions of peer services. In this article, we 
present two integrity conditions, minimal composition and information flow, respec-
tively. The minimal composition integrity describes a subset of a composition that 
must be available for guaranteeing a proper execution. Information flow integrity 
introduces a role model for peer services. A given role model implies, which peer 
services can be composed in order to have a correct information flow. Again, the 
failure of peers and, thus, the unavailability of peer services constitute the main reason 
for the violation of integrity conditions. Procedures for handling violated conditions 
can also be declared as meta-information in a compositional description.  

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work in 
order to compare and to distinguish our work against other research approaches. Sec-
tion 3 first introduces the basic concepts of the DEEVOLVE runtime environment. Fol-
lowing that, we stress on the two types of service composition supported by 
DEEVOLVE as well as the semantic integrity conditions that can be defined for compo-
sitions. Section 4 resumes relevant aspects of the presented article. 

2 Related Work 

Component models have emerged in both industrial and scientific field mostly sup-
porting either client-sided applications (e.g. JavaBeans [12]) or server-sided applica-
tions (e.g. EJB [14], CCM [9]). Server-oriented component models are aimed to real-
ize huge enterprise applications, thus, affording the comprehension of non-functional 
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aspects such as persistence or transactions. These aspects can be handled by implicit 
services provided by so-called containers, in which components are deployed. This 
results, for instance, to a container-managed persistence service, where components 
are freed to care about any persistence aspects in their business code. The configura-
tion and assignment of non-functional services to components are declared in the 
pertaining deployment descriptor of a composition. Although models like EJB allow 
for the distribution of components, there is no adequate container-managed exception 
handling service for the case that remote components become unavailable as it is pro-
posed in this work. A proprietary approach of an implicit exception handling service 
for EJB is proposed in [10].    

The peer-to-peer component model P2Pcomp [6] addresses the problem of dy-
namic availability of components by providing hot a swapping technique, where un-
available components are automatically replaced by compatible components. How-
ever, the unavailability of components is the only type of exception being supported, a 
concept for detecting exceptions on a semantic level is not realized. Besides, we con-
sider the involvement of users during the process of exception handling as an impor-
tant aspect instead of realizing a purely autonomous architecture. Users are enabled, 
for instance, to select a suitable handler for resolving an occurred exception.  

The Gravity architecture [5] exhibits common ideas as proposed in this work. The 
foundation of Gravity is also a service-oriented component model, in which compo-
nents implement the contract of a service. It further supports the declarative composi-
tion of different services as well as the dynamic substitution of unavailable services 
with other compatible services. Services can be indicated as optional, denoting that 
the loss of such a service does not invalidate the overall composition. The latter con-
cept is similar to our minimal composition integrity. In contrast to Gravity, DEEVOLVE 
provides a more flexible approach, as new integrity conditions can be added to the 
runtime environment dynamically. What is more, Gravity assumes a centralized archi-
tecture, an adoption of the concepts towards a peer-to-peer architecture is, at the time 
of writing this paper, considered as future work.  

Semantic integrity concepts for software compositions have been studied exten-
sively in [17]. In this work, integrity conditions are designated to support end-users 
during the process of tailoring (end-user-oriented adaptation) a given composition. A 
runtime environment statically checks, if a tailored composition still meets the im-
posed integrity conditions. This work, however, assumes a correct composition, which 
has been deployed and started. The DEEVOLVE environment is intended to identify the 
violation of integrity conditions dynamically during runtime of a composition. 

3 DEEVOLVE 

The DEEVOLVE runtime environment is a further development of FREEVOLVE, a cli-
ent-server architecture that provides means for component-based tailoring of group-
ware applications [11]. Both systems use software components not only to support the 
cost-efficient development of high-quality software, but also to gain benefits for tai-
lorability and adaptability after the development and deployment. The DEEVOLVE 



platform follows the peer-to-peer architecture model and supports the development 
and composition of decentrally organized groupware applications for virtual organiza-
tions. Every peer in the DEEVOLVE platform is able not only to consume, but also to 
provide computer resources like data, legacy applications, simple routines, or even 
hardware resources. These resources are encapsulated by software components. These 
components can be accessed through a peer service. A peer service realizes the inter-
face for component. We have developed a new composition language called PeerCAT 
[1] for describing the composition of services to new applications. A description of a 
composition includes meta-information about the structure of a composition, about the 
involved components and the dependencies among them. According to our notion, the 
declarative composition language PeerCAT states the key concept for accomplishing 
the processes of searching, composing, and adapting of peer services, as well as of the 
handling of exceptions and integrity violations on a compositional level. 

3.1 Types of Service Composition 

The PeerCAT composition language allows the flexible composition of remote and 
local peer services towards new applications. We distinguish between two types of 
component composition: template composition and information flow composition 
(figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1: Composition Types supported by DEEVOLVE 

A template composition refers to a composition that has been composed out of differ-
ent peer services provided by multiple providers. The user of that peer through a local 
interface can directly consume the resulting new application. A local interface is in 
most cases implemented as graphical user interface (GUI). A reasonable application 
scenario for a template composition is a groupware suite. As illustrated in figure 1(a), 
a user (adopting the role of a component assembler) could extend a local groupware 
installation with further helpful groupware services such as an email client, a calendar 
of events, a printer service, and so forth. The corresponding PeerCAT declaration for 
this application scenario is depicted in figure 2. At first, in the upper half of the decla-
ration, all constituting peer services are listed. In the lower half, the public ports be-



longing to the remote interface of a peer services are bound to the public ports of the 
local groupware. For binding two ports, port equality is assumed, that is, both ports 
must possess the same type as well as the same signature. 

The same application can also be published as a peer service to other peers through 
an advertisement, which include an interface specification and an informal description 
of the purpose of a particular peer service. Hence, other peers can discover, integrate, 
and consume the application as a peer service in their runtime environments. In this 
case, the application (or peer service) can be used through a remote interface that has 
been defined for it. This remote interface is either implemented as a graphical user 
interface or simply as an application programmable interface (API). The ability of 
DEEVOLVE to coevally deploy a peer service as a consuming as well as providing 
service, allows to combine peer services within a chain across several peers. Since it is 
possible to let information flow across several peers by means of this ability, we de-
note this type of composition as information flow composition (see figure 1(b)). A 
distributed, workflow-based groupware suite illustrates a suitable application scenario 
for this type. For example, think of a distributed groupware suite that allows users to 
produce documents and to send a particular document through a chain of responsibil-
ity, whereas each peer represents a part of that chain.  
 

 <Composition id=„GroupwareSuite“>
<Service> 
  <ID> EmailService </ID> 
  <Name> MyIMAPService </Name> 
  <Prov> 
    <Name>Peer Name</Name> 
    <ID> urn:jxta:uuid-F374F3AF78944A249531B4784FF4 </ID> 
  </Prov> 
</Service> 
 
<Service><ID> Calendar </ID>  .... </Service> 
 
<Service><ID> PrinterSvc </ID>....</Service> 
.... 
 <Bind> 
   <Local> 
       <ServiceID> LocalGroupware </ServiceID> 
       <Provided_Port> text </Provided_Port> 
   </Local> 
   <Remote> 
       <ServiceID> PrintSvc </ServiceID> 
       <Required_Port> text <Required_/Port> 
   </Remote> 
 </Bind> .... 

</Composition>  
Figure 2: PeerCAT description of a distributed GroupwareSuite 

3.2 Exception Handling in DEEVOLVE  

Peer-to-peer architectures expose a highly dynamic nature. Peers that provide peer 
services can join and leave the topology arbitrarily. Thus, single peers can become 
temporarily unavailable or are unreachable within the network. Exceptions on com-
munication level between two distributed peer services can lead to unexpected prob-



lems during the execution of a composition of several distributed peer services. The 
non-availability of a single peer service could potentially impact the consistency of the 
whole application. Besides, exceptions might also occur on a compositional or seman-
tic level, if additional semantic integrity conditions are imposed for a given composi-
tion. The intention of an integrity condition is to describe reasonable and valid com-
positions during runtime. They will be elaborated in more detail in section 3.3. 

The detection and the handling of both types of exceptions is a complex task for a 
single peer service or, more precisely, the pertaining component implementing a dis-
tinct service. This complexity can be reasoned by the fact that developers of compo-
nents cannot anticipate all contexts, in which third parties will deploy a distinct com-
ponent and, thus, the possible exceptions it may cause or it has to detect. The hypothe-
sis of our research work therefore is that a delegation of exception detection and han-
dling mechanisms to the runtime environment in which the components are deployed 
simplifies the development of exception-aware components. This leads to an excep-
tion handling on architectural level. Developer of components can concentrate on the 
implementation of the actual business code rather than on anticipating all possible 
exceptional cases. Another hypothesis is that the adoption of the component technol-
ogy in a peer-to-peer architecture eases the detection and, in turn, the assignment of 
exceptions to concrete software building blocks of an application. This hypothesis can 
be justified by the exposure of all context dependencies among components in terms 
of extra data or meta-information. The exposure of explicit dependencies is, for in-
stance, not realized in pure object-oriented architectures, where dependencies are 
mostly hard coded and not exposed to the environment.  

We further claim that user involvement is absolutely necessary for handling oc-
curred exceptions in a distributed architecture. Depending on the context (for instance 
at a distinct point of time) an exception may appear, the provider (component assem-
bler) of a composition may either shut down the whole composition, or, alternatively, 
may search for alternative peer services, or simply may notify all depending peers. 
The coverage of all possible contexts is certainly hard to implement. Therefore, we 
regard user involvement as an important aspect while handling exceptions. 

In this paper we focus on the detection and handling of violated semantic integrity 
condition that can be defined as meta-information for every composition. Although we 
propose a general meta language for defining integrity conditions, we will concentrate 
on two conditions, minimal composition and the information flow, respectively. These 
two integrity conditions will be elaborated shortly in the next section. 

3.3 Semantic Integrity Constraints 

The idea of semantic integrity conditions has been adopted from the area of Relational 
Databases and Active Databases. In Relational Databases, normal forms such as 3NF 
can be seen as integrity conditions. In Active Databases, so-called ECA rules can be 
defined for reacting on the violation of conditions. In ECA, the occurrence of various 
types of events (e.g., database transitions or time events) triggers the evaluation of a 
condition and if the condition evaluates to true, the action is carried out. Likewise to 
Active Databases, DEEVOLVE allows not only the definition of valid compositions by 



means of integrity conditions, but also the declaration of actions (exception handlers) 
to handle the violation of an integrity condition. Both, the declaration of conditions 
and exception handlers are part of a PeerCAT compositional description.  

The declaration of an integrity condition is enclosed within the tags <Semantics> 
… </Semantics>. Within these tags, the declaration can refer to both the complete 
composition or even to single constituting peer services that have been defined in the 
corresponding PeerCAT description. However, the declaration does not contain any 
code for verifying the correctness of an integrity condition. The correctness of an 
integrity condition is verified by an accompanying Constraint class-file that has to be 
provided for a distinct integrity type. Each time a peer service is accessed, the algo-
rithm implemented in the Constraint class checks the correctness of a given composi-
tion. More information about how both the declarative definition of an integrity and 
the corresponding Constraint class are integrated in the DEEVOLVE design can be 
found in section 3.4. We first explain two integrity conditions that we have already 
implemented, namely minimal composition and information flow integrity. 
 
Minimal Composition 
Due to the dynamical nature of the peer-to-peer architectures, an application once 
composed of different peer services cannot always rely on every single involved ser-
vice. During the start-up or deployment of a distributed application, the underlying 
component architecture establishes connections to each peer service residing on re-
mote peers. This process of starting up an application might take an unpredictably 
long time, if certain services cannot be resolved immediately. Obviously, the entire 
application is ready to start, if all necessary peer services have been resolved and 
integrated. However, in some application scenarios it is throughout conceivable to 
indicate an application as executable, if a minimal composition of peer services has 
been resolved and integrated. A minimal composition allows component assemblers to 
utilize the application in a minimal fashion. The facility to temporarily do without a 
peer service depends on the intended role of a peer service within the composition. 
Consider for example the GroupwareSuite composition illustrated in section 3.1. As a 
reliable and efficient email connection has become an indispensable tool for many 
work processes, the availability of the EmailClient service provided by peer A is cer-
tainly a crucial requirement. Therefore, an integrity condition of type Mini-
mal_Composition as depicted in figure 3 is proposed to describe a minimal composi-
tion consisting of the local service LocalGroupware and the remote EmailClient. 

 <Composition id=„ GroupwareSuite“>
    ... 
   <Semantics> 
    ... 
     <Integrity type=„Minimal_Composition“ id = „MyComp“ class=”Minimal.class” > 
        <ServiceID> LocalGroupware </ServiceID> 
        <ServiceID> EmailClient </ServiceID> 
        <Deployment> timeout = "1000" </Deployment> 
     </Integrity> 
   </Semantics> 
... 
</Composition> 

 
Figure 3: Declaration of a Minimal Composition in PeerCAT 



The attribute class thereby denotes the corresponding Constraint class for this integ-
rity type. Whenever both the LocalGroupware service and the EmailClient service can 
be integrated during deployment and are constantly available during runtime of the 
composition, the integrity condition is fulfilled. If at least one service defined within 
the minimal composition is not available, a violation of the integrity condition is as-
sumed and, in turn, an exception is thrown. Note, that the failure of, for instance, the 
PrinterSvc, does not violate the minimal composition integrity.  
 
Information-Flow Integrity 
Groupware applications aim to support the work of multiple users with different roles 
and responsibilities in a collaborative manner. Thus, in many working contexts 
groupware applications also support structured workflows. In this context, not only the 
integrity of the connections between components is of importance, but also the integ-
rity of the whole workflow structure and the information flow itself. Consider for 
instance the example composition depicted in figure 1(b), which actually realizes a 
simple workflow. Peer A could be assigned a producer role by initially producing a 
document and forwarding this to all other adjacent peers. Peer C and Peer D obtain a 
consumer role as they expect to receive a document from a producer at the end of the 
workflow. Peer B is assigned a forwarder role, as is it simply forwards a document to 
other roles.  

An integrity conditions could prescribe that a producer role has always to be con-
nected to a consumer role either directly or transitively, that is, across an arbitrary 
number of forwarder roles. For realizing such a condition, each single peer service is 
augmented by a role. We refer this type of integrity condition as information flow 
integrity. The syntax for defining this type within a given PeerCAT composition is 
illustrated in figure 4. 

 <Composition id=„ GroupwareSuite“>
    ... 
   <Semantics> 
    ... 
     <Integrity type=„Information_flow“ id = „MyFlow“ class=”Flow.class” > 
        <advertise=”yes”/> 
        <Role> Consumer </Role> /** or Producer or Forwarder 
         ... 
     </Integrity> 
   </Semantics> 
... 
</Composition> 

 
Figure 4: Definition of Information Flow Integrity in PeerCAT 

Suppose that the PeerCAT description of the GroupwareSuite composition of figure 4 
belongs to peer C. In this case, the composition obtains the role Consumer, all other 
peers are assigned either role Consumer or role Forwarder. From the perspective of 
peer C, the integrity condition is violated, if peer A (the Producer) is unavailable. Tag 
advertise with value true indicates that the declared semantic integrity conditions for 
this composition are included in the advertisement, if the composition is to be pub-
lished as a peer service. Consumer peers can refer to this information to determine, if 
the integration of that service makes sense from a semantical point of view. 
 



Handling the violation of an integrity condition 
Exception handlers are described within the tags <Exception_Handling> … </ Excep-
tion_Handling >. Within these tags, three parts have to be defined: the exception type, 
the exception context, and the actual handler routines. Handler routines refer to a set 
of operations for instance for discovering an alternative service, binding an alternative 
service, or notifying all dependent peers (see [1] for more information concerning the 
structure of exception handlers). At deployment, exception handlers are compiled to 
concrete Handler objects and are deployed in the DEEVOLVE environment (see section 
3.4 for more information). In the case that the Constraint object has detected the viola-
tion of an integrity condition for a given composition, the corresponding Handler 
object is invoked. An example for an exception handler, handling the violation of a 
minimal composition integrity, is depicted in figure 5. 
 

<Composition id=„ GroupwareSuite“>
    ... 
  <Exception_Handling> 
     <Exception Type = „INTEGRITY“ id = „MyComp“ > 
     <Context><ID> GroupwareSuite </ID> </Context> 
     <Handlers selection=„yes“> 
        <Handler order="1" > 
           <Discover name=„EmailClient" timeout="1000" > 
        </Handler> 
        <Handler order="2" > 
           <Notification text=„The EmailClient is not available" 
        </Handler> 
     <Handlers> 
  </Exception_Handling> 
  ... 
</Composition>  

Figure 5: Definition of an Exception Handler in PeerCAT 

The handler illustrated in figure 5 refers to the minimal composition with id “My-
Comp” that has been defined in figure 3. Two handlers have been defined, which can 
be selected by the respective peer user: either tell the system to discover and bind an 
alternative email client or simply notify all dependent peers about the lost email client. 
For the latter case it is assumed that the user himself insists to resolve the exception. 

The DEEVOLVE runtime environment is capable of identifying whether or not a 
peer (and, thus, a service) is available by means of an integrated monitoring service. 
Both the Handler and the Constraint object are responsible to interpret the information 
of the monitoring service and, eventually, to handle the violation of an integrity condi-
tion. The interplay among DEEVOLVE’s monitoring service, the Handler object, and 
Constraint object is illustrated in more detail in the next section. 

3.4 Design Aspects of DEEVOLVE 

This section elaborates some design aspects for the new concepts presented in this 
paper. A more comprehensive design of the underlying framework structure of 
DEEVOLVE can be found in [1]. The extensions of the DEEVOLVE platform concern 
especially the monitoring of peer services involved in a composed application, and the 
process of exception handling. Figure 6 depicts a conceptual overview of the system. 



 

 
Figure 6: Design of the monitoring and the exception handling in DEEVOLVE  

The composition and adaptation of services is accomplished through the Tailoring 
Service (API). This API allows for the binding of local services being deployed in the 
Local Container with remote services that have previously been discovered in the 
peer-to-peer network. Interfaces of the remote services are instantiated on the provider 
peer and eventually migrated to the remote container of the local peer. A local peer 
registers the usage of each remote service with the corresponding remote peer through 
its Monitoring Service (API). This way, the local peer receives a “still alive” signal 
from the service-providing peer in specified time intervals. The local peer stores the 
information about used remote services (like public semantic integrity information 
such as the role of a peer service) and their current status in the Peer Store. Thus, a 
peer continuously tracks the availability of peers and their provided services.  

Every interaction between local and remote services is redirected through a broker 
object. This object always checks the availability of the service by looking up the 
status of a service at the peer store. If the remote service is available, the broker object 
just delegates the interaction to the respective remote service. If a service is not avail-
able, the broker object notifies the Handler Factory about this event, which in turn 
activates the corresponding Constraint classes assigned for that composition. For the 
evaluation of this event, a Constraint class can refer to additional (semantic) informa-
tion about the lost service that is stored in the peer store. If one of the implemented 
verification algorithms detects the violation of an integrity condition, the specified 
handler object for this violation is invoked. After the execution of the activities de-
fined in the handler, the broker object is allocated to cancel the started interaction.  

At first, a single DEEVOLVE peer environment is only capable of monitoring all di-
rectly dependent peers. The notion of exception cascading, however, allows for the 
detection of transitive failures of DEEVOLVE peers. This technique is relevant, for 
instance, to detect the violation of the information flow integrity. Given that a distinct 
peer A has detected the event of an unavailable service provided by peer B: the infor-
mation about this exception can, on request, also be forwarded to all other peers that 



dependent on A’s services, which themselves rely on the unavailable remote service. 
From the viewpoint of a dependent third-party peer, the status of Peer A’s provided 
service is ‘inconsistent’. Each interaction with an inconsistent peer service is also 
interrupted by the broker object and an exception is thrown in the local environment. 
Information about the affected transitive peer services are stored in the local peer 
store, which can be used by the Constraint classes for an analysis of the exception. 

3.5 Prototypical Realization, Evaluation, and Future Work 

A first prototype of the DEEVOLVE architecture has been implemented based on the 
Java platform and the JXTA peer-to-peer framework [13] both developed by Sun. 
From this framework, DEEVOLVE adopts core JXTA services like the discovering and 
publishing of peer services, the advertisement concept, and the peer group concept. 
Advertisements are applied to describe a peer service. They are published within sev-
eral selected, well-known rendezvous peers, which can be accessed by each peer (see 
[13] for more details). For the migration of remote components into the remote con-
tainer of a peer, we use a classloader also featured by JXTA. The necessary interac-
tion between a (migrated) remote component and a local component part residing on 
the provider peer is achieved by Java’s RMI technology. Advanced concepts like the 
exception cascading is still ongoing work.  
 We also offer auxiliary tool support providing a user interface for the implemented 
concepts. These tools allow for the definition of service compositions (including the 
definition of exception handlers and integrity conditions) as well as for adapting peer 
services and compositions during runtime. So far, only textual editing of peer services 
is supported. We currently work on the development of more sophisticated tools, 
which allow for the graphical editing of a composition.  

The evaluation of the presented concepts will be an important task for the nearer 
future. This evaluation will be two-folded: By means of a usability evaluation, we 
would like to analyse, whether or not users perceive the tools and techniques for the 
composition of services as intuitive and easy to learn. A first usability evaluation of 
the DEEVOLVE tools was conducted in [8] using the Thinking Aloud Method. Fur-
thermore, we are interested in a performance evaluation in order to identify the poten-
tial overhead caused by the exception handling routines.  

4 Conclusion  

In this article we have outlined the concept of semantic integrity conditions supporting 
the composition of peer services towards new applications. Integrity conditions spec-
ify and permit only reasonable and valid compositions during runtime. The violation 
of an integrity condition can be handled based on a declarative exception handler 
description. An integrity condition including a corresponding exception handler de-
scription is augmented as additional meta-information in the compositional description 
of a peer service composition. The number of integrity conditions for an application is 
not fixed, but can be integrated flexibly within the DEEVOLVE environment, so that for 



new requirements appropriate conditions can be defined. A component assembler 
masters the definition of integrity conditions as well as pertaining exception handlers. 
Developer of components can concentrate on the implementation of the business code 
and are not forced to survey all possible contexts, in which exceptions may occur. 
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